
The NEON Pro V acquires advanced Fluid Force auto adjust technology, automatically correlating 

the chosen tank resistance level with performance monitor parameters. This keeps users focused 

on workout performance, rather than programming console data.

Fit for tall users and even rehabilitation, the elevated height of the NEON Pro V makes for easy 

on and off access, while its double sealed, precision aligned tank shell and new impeller design 

achieves 15% greater water resistance than FDF’s standard horizontal series models.

If a lifelike experience is what your members demand, the deluxe performance features of the 

NEON Pro V bring the sensory aspects of outdoor rowing indoors.

Fine-tuned features for 
a heightened experience

Electrify your commercial rowing studio

Staying ahead of the competition has never looked brighter with the NEON Pro V Indoor Rower. Packed full of features for the 

elite training facility, this commercial rowing machine tops the range in our NEON series. 

When performance and improvement matter, the NEON Pro V drives motivation with its state of the art performance monitor 

featuring Bluetooth technology for smart device connectivity, and FluidWorkout social app for personal and group challenges. 

Not only is this rower a durable and robust fixture, the NEON Pro V promises to add an electric vibrancy to any rowing studio 

with its changeable bright yellow, orange, green and black frame.

BROWSE THE RANGE FIRSTDEGREEFITNESS.COM

COMMERCIAL FLUID ROWER



NEON PRO VPRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

ABOUT FIRST DEGREE FITNESS
When you use a fitness product made by FDF, you will experience a workout that has been inspired by real life. From rowing a 
boat on water to cycling your favourite track, our designs are engineered to simulate exercise you’re passionate about.

Since the launch of our first fluid rower in 2001, we have rapidly developed a reputation as the creators of the world’s finest 
rowing ergometers. Distributed in every continent across the globe, our fluid rower range is trusted and loved by athletes, 
sports trainers, medical professionals and health conscious individuals.

 

FITNESS PRODUCTS 
INSPIRED BY REAL LIFE

+  Commercial-grade build with 5-year warranty

+  5 x Fluid Force with Bluetooth auto-adjust monitor (BAM)

+  Elevated height for easy on-off access, with non-slip contoured seat

+  Seat rail brushes wipe away grit with each glide, protecting life of product 

+  Premium ergonomic handle for optimal grip and minimal strain

+  Optional cordless smartphone attachment for safe phone mounting

+  Compact footprint - 2,133 x 321mm (84 x 13”), or upright 680 x 520mm (27 x 20”)

+  Max user weight – 150kg (330lbs)

5 x Fluid Force V Tank Bluetooth auto-adjust monitor

FOR WORKOUT TIPS AND PRODUCT SUPPORT VISIT  FIRSTDEGREEFITNESS.COM

Wheel brushes

MIX AND MATCH
YOUR COLOUR

Textured finish to 
prevent slipping

Bold, interchangeable 
colour range

New impeller design for greater resistance

Audible, tactile, 
resistance selector dial

Height adjustable 
foot plates

Elevated 
legs Double sealed, 

precision aligned 
twin tank

Bluetooth auto-adjust 
monitor (BAM)

Transport 
wheels

Premium ergonomic handle Legs elevate height 


